F.No. M(I)/T4S/ CGD/1/2010. – In exercise of the powers conferred by section 61 of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board Act, 2006 (19 of 2006), the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board hereby makes the following regulations to amend the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Technical Standards and Specifications including Safety Standards for City or Local Natural Gas Distribution Networks) Regulations, 2008, namely:

1. Short title and commencement.
   (1) These regulations may be called the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Technical Standards and Specifications including Safety Standards for City or Local Natural Gas Distribution Networks) Amendment Regulations, 2016.
   (2) They shall come into force on the date of their publication in the Official Gazette.

2. In the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Technical Standards and Specifications including Safety Standards for City or Local Natural Gas Distribution Networks) Regulations, 2008, -
   (i) in Appendix I, serial number 6, under the heading “Critical infrastructure/ activity/processes”, for “Steel reinforced rubber hose conforming to IS 9573 Type IV.”, the following shall be substituted, namely: -
       “Steel reinforced rubber hose conforming to IS 9573 Type II.”;
   (ii) in Appendix I, serial number 9, under the heading “Critical infrastructure/ activity/processes”, for the words beginning with “Emergency Response Plan, Disaster Management Plan and written emergency procedures...” and ending with “…material safety data sheets etc. at its disposal.”, the following shall be substituted, namely:-
       “Emergency Response Plan, Disaster Management Plan and written emergency procedures. Also, provide for an Emergency Control Room, manned round the clock and equipped with effective communication system and emergency vehicles equipped or provided with communication facilities, first aid equipment, fire extinguishers, gas detectors, repair kits and tools, maps, plans, material safety data sheets etc. at its disposal.”;
   (iii) in Schedule 1A, under the heading “Pipes and tubing for above ground service lines up to meter set assembly”, after the words beginning with “The use of copper tubing shall only be after consumer meter such that....” and ending with “….this is not accessible to third party.”, the following shall be added, namely: -
       “Use of copper pipe / tube before consumer meter should be inside the kitchen only.”;
(iv) in Schedule 1A, under the heading “Plastic Pipe and Components”, for the words beginning with “Polyethylene (PE) pipes conforming to IS 14885 or ISO 4437,....” and ending with “....and PE fittings conforming to ISO 8085 Part 3 shall be acceptable.”, the following shall be substituted, namely: -
“Polyethylene (PE) pipes conforming to IS 14885 or ISO 4437 and PE fittings conforming to ISO 4437 Part 3 or EN 1555 Part 3 shall be acceptable.”;

(v) in Schedule 1A, the heading “Reuse of Ductile Iron Pipes”, and the words under it beginning with “Reuse of ductile....” and ending with “....iron pipes is not permitted.” shall be omitted;

(vi) in Schedule 1C, under the heading “Fittings other than Valves and Flanges”, for the words “Thermoplastic fittings conforming to ISO 8085 Part 3 shall be acceptable and shall meet following requirements:”, the following shall be substituted, namely:-
“Thermoplastic fittings conforming to ISO 4437 Part 3 or EN 1555 Part 3 shall be acceptable and shall meet following requirements:”;

(vii) in Schedule 1C, under the heading “Fittings other than Valves and Flanges”, in subparagraph b., the words “Heating element shall not be exposed and all coils are embedded into the body of the fittings.” shall be omitted;

(viii) in Schedule 1D, under the heading “CGD network Description”, in the serial numbers iv) and v), the words beginning with “(stream redundancy shall....” and ending with, “....not be less than 2+1) ” shall be omitted;

(ix) in Schedule 1D, under the sub-heading “Plastic Pipe and Tubing Design Formula”, for the words beginning with “Nominal wall thickness of plastic pipe...” and ending with “....shall be calculated as per following formula:”, the following shall be substituted, namely:-
“The design pressure for plastic gas piping systems or the nominal wall thickness for a given design pressure shall be determined by the following formula:”;

(x) in Schedule 1D, under the heading “Design Pressure of Plastic Fitting”, for the words beginning with “All PE fittings shall...” and ending with “....conform to ISO 8085 –Part 3.”, the following shall be substituted, namely:-
“All PE fittings shall conform to ISO 4437 Part 3 or EN 1555 Part 3.”;

(xi) in Schedule 1D, under the heading “Plastic Pipe and Tubing Joints and Connections”, under the sub-heading “General Provisions”, the words beginning with “Fusion fittings shall have inbuilt...” and ending with “...beyond external clamp system.” shall be omitted;
(xii) in Schedule 1D, in the sub-heading beginning with “Control and Limiting of Gas Pressure in High Pressure Steel…” and ending with “….Ductile iron, Cast Iron or Plastic Distribution system.”, the following shall be substituted, namely:

“Control and Limiting of Gas Pressure in High Pressure Steel or PE Distribution System.”;

(xiii) in Schedule 1D, under the sub-heading, “Control and Limiting of Gas Pressure in low Pressure Distribution Systems”, the words beginning with “Control and limiting of pressure of gas delivered to domestic, small commercial,….” and ending with “…and small industrial consumers from high – pressure distribution system.” shall be omitted;

(xiv) in Schedule 1D, under the heading “GAS SERVICE LINES”, for the sub-heading, “Installation of Service Lines”, at the end of the paragraph beginning with “All plastic pipe and fittings…” and ending with, “…shall be provided in confined space.”, the following shall be added, namely:

“The depth of cover can be further reduced upto 375 mm provided it meets the following requirements:

i. The line pressure shall not exceed 110 mbar.
ii. The diameter of pipe shall not exceed 63mm.
iii. Pipe shall be laid in a trench with Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC) slab at the top and bottom. The RCC slab of the roof of basement shall be treated as the bottom.
iv. There shall be a sand filling across three sides of the line pipe of 100 mm each.
v. RCC on top shall have minimum thickness of 150mm.
vi. The top side shall be covered by warning mat.
vii. The Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) of the site shall be carried out and specific approval from management shall be taken for reducing the depth of cover upto 375mm.
viii. The site shall be private property i.e. multi-storey buildings / apartments with no movement of heavy vehicles.”;

(xv) in Schedule 1E, for the sub-heading “Leakage Surveys”, for the words beginning with “Any one or combination of methods…” and ending with “…described in ASME B 31.8, Appendix M can be adopted based on their effectiveness for the specific areas.”, the following shall be substituted, namely:

“Any one or combination of methods described in ASME B31.8 can be adopted based on their effectiveness for the specific areas.”;

(xvi) in Schedule 1E, for the sub-heading “Repair of Plastic Pipe or Tubing”, for the words beginning with “Only repair method allowed is use of full encirclement…” and ending
with “…split sleeves which shall be in accordance with ASME B 31.8.”, the following shall be substituted, namely:

“Repair of Plastic Pipe or Tubing shall be in accordance with ASME B31.8.”;

(xvii) in Annexure I, under the heading “List of Specifications of Piping Materials used in CGD Network”, in the sub-heading “Valves”, for the words beginning with “BS 5352….” and ending with “…petrochemical and allied industries”, the following shall be substituted, namely:

“BS EN ISO 15761: Steel gate, globe and check valves for sizes DN 100 and smaller, for the petroleum and natural gas industries.”;

(xviii) in Annexure I, under the heading “List of Specifications of Piping Materials used in CGD Network”, in the sub-heading “Valves”, for the words beginning with “BS 5351…..” and ending with “…Small Floating ball valve”, the following shall be substituted, namely:

“BS EN ISO 17292: Metal ball valves for the petroleum, petrochemical and allied industries.”;

(xix) in Annexure I, under the heading “List of Specifications of Piping Materials used in CGD Network”, under the sub-heading “Fittings”, for the words beginning with “IS 1239 (PART-2)….” and ending with “…and other wrought steel pipe fittings”, the following shall be substituted, namely:

“IS 1239 (Part-2): Steel Tubes, Tubular and Other Steel Fittings-Specification-Part 2: Steel pipe fittings.”;

(xx) in Annexure I, under the heading “List of Specifications of Piping Materials used in CGD Network”, under the sub-heading “Plastic Valves”, for the words beginning with “EN 10204….” and ending with “…Excess flow check valve”, the following shall be substituted, namely:

“EN 10204: Metallic products- Types of Inspection documents”;

(xx) in Annexure I, under the heading “List of Specifications of Piping Materials used in CGD Network”, for the sub-heading “Brass Fittings”, after the words “IS 319 Free Cutting Lead brass bars, Rods and Sections – Specification”, the following shall be added, namely:

“EN 12164: Copper and copper alloys. Rod for free machining purposes.
EN 12165: Copper and copper alloys. Wrought and unwrought forging stock.”;

(xxii) in Annexure II, under the heading “List of Specifications for Equipment used in CGD Network”, under the sub-heading “Metering Equipment”, for the words beginning with “OIML R6 / OIML R31….” and ending with “…Diaphragm gas meters”, the following shall be substituted, namely:
“OIML R 137-1&2: Gas meters.”;

(xxiii) in Annexure II, under the heading “List of Specifications for Equipment used in CGD Network”, under the sub-heading “Metering Equipment”, the words beginning with “BS 1359 / BS 4161…” and ending with “…Diaphragm gas meters”, the following shall be substituted, namely:-

“BS 1359 : Gas meters - Diaphragm gas meters.”;

(xxiv) in Annexure II, under the heading “List of Specifications for Equipment used in CGD Network”, under the sub-heading “Metering Equipment”, the words beginning with “OIML R32…” and ending with “…Rotary piston gas meters and turbine gas meters” shall be omitted;

(xxv) in Annexure II, under the heading “List of Specifications for Equipment used in CGD Network”, for the sub-heading “Electro fusion machine for jointing PE pipe and fittings”, the following shall be substituted, namely:-


EMC Standards

EN-55014: Limits and methods of measurement of radio disturbance characteristics of electrical motor operated and thermal appliances for household and similar purposes, electric tools and similar electric apparatus
EN 61000-6-3: Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC): Generic standards- Emission standard for residential, commercial and light-industrial environments
EN 61000-6-1: Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC): Generic standards- Immunity for residential, commercial and light-industrial environments
EN 61000-3-2: Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC): Limits- Limits for harmonic current emissions (equipment input current < 16 A per phase)
EN 60335-1: Household and similar electrical appliances: Safety- General requirements
EN 60335-2-45: Household and similar electrical appliances: Safety- Particular requirements for portable heating tools and similar appliances”;

(xxvi) in Annexure IV, under the heading, “Minimum Requirements for GI Pipes and Copper Tubing used in service lines up to consumer appliance”, under the sub-heading “Copper Tubing”, the words beginning with “Fittings for use in joining copper tube shall be…” and ending with “…as per BS EN 1254 Parts 1 and 2.” shall be omitted.
in Annexure IV, under the heading, “Minimum Requirements for GI Pipes and Copper Tubing used in service lines up to consumer appliance”, for the sub-heading “Copper Tubing”, for the words beginning with “Filler metals shall be…” and ending with “…as per BS EN 29453:1994 - Soft solders alloys - Chemical compositions and forms.”, the following shall be substituted, namely:-

“Filler metals shall be as per BS EN ISO 9453: Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Generic Standards. Immunity for residential, commercial and light industrial environments.”.
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